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résumé : X-ray diffraction on the YZ cut of a LiNbOg crystal modulated by surface acoustic 
waves was investigated under the total external reflection conditions. It is shown that the 
characteristics of the diffracted beam are deterrnined by the amplitude and by the period of the 
surface acoustic waves. This experimental study has revealed the possibility of fabricating 
optical instruments for space-time modulation of X-ray diffracted radiations based on the 
control of the wavelength of the surface acoustic waves. 

1. Introduction 
X-ray methods, such as X-ray diffraction or stroboscopic X-ray topography have been found to be 

very useful in the study of the physical mechanisms which rule the acoustic signal propagation in the 
near-crystal surface regions. 

Some experiments have already been carried out concerning bulk acoustic waves [l] or X-rays 
diffraction of in the Bragg position on surface acoustic waves(SAW)[2]. Two works have also recently 
been done using an ultrasonic superlattice and X-ray diffraction under the total external reflection 
conditions [3-41 and outlining the main advantages of this technique: One is the high reflectivity, typically 
90%, the other is the effectiveness of scattering by the SAW, whose amplitude is nearly comparable to the 
depth of penetration of the evanescent X-ray wave, in the order of 100 A. 

This article presents the investigation of X-ray diffraction on an ultrasonic superlattice under the 
total external reflection conditions. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the double-crystal X-ray diffractometer. 
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2. Experimental set up 
Fig. 1 shows a scheme of the double-crystal X-ray diffractorneter used to study X-ray 

diffraction(tota1 external reflection) on the YZ cut of a LiNb03 crystal modulated by SAWs. An X-ray 

tube with a rotating copper anode (CuKa radiation, h=1.54 A) is used as a source of X-ray radiation. An 
X-ray plane wave behind a graphite crystal-monochrornator is collimated by two slits of size 20 pm. One 
of these slits is placed at the focal point of the curved graphite crystal-monochromator and the other at 60 
mm from the sarnple. 

An interdigital transducer (IDT) with a SAW wavelength of A=30 prn was deposited on the 
surface of the YZ cut of the LiNb03 crystal for SAW excitation. Its resonance frequency is fo=l16 MHz 

and its transmission band is Aflf0=12% (f=107-121 MHz). The SAW velocity along the Z axis of the 
cristal is V=3.488 kmls. 

For the experirnent described here the collirnated X-ray plane wave falls on the surface of the 

LiNbO3 crystal with an angle ao=0.22"whose value is slightly below the critical angle of the sample, 

a,=0.30°. The X-ray plane wave diffracts on the SAW and gives rise to diffracted X-ray bearns in several 
discrete directions defined by the expression 

kcosa, = kcosao +mK, (1) 

where k = 2 n  1 A ,  K = 2 n  l A and m is the diffraction order. The diffracted X-ray beam is recorded by a 
scintillation detector with a slit size of 10 pm. 

3. Experimental results 
Fig. 2 shows the experimental curves of the diffracted X-ray intensity as a function of the detector 

scanning angle Aa, obtained at the X-ray incident angle ao=0.220, and at the resonance excitation 
frequency of the SAW f0=116 MHz and for different values of the input signal on the IDT, U=0-17 V. 
The input signal on the IDT(U=17 V) excites the SAW with the amplitude h=18.7 A. The diffraction 
satellites can be observed around the intense reflected bearn. 
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Fig. 2. Diffracted X-ray intensity as a function of the detector scanning angle Aa, obtained at the X- 

ray incident angle ao=0.22", resonance excitation frequency of the SAW f0=116 MHz, and at 
different values of the amplitude of the input signal on the IDT, U=0-17 V (C - gravity center). 



The maximum value of the diffracted intensity into the m=-1 diffraction order, maices up 10% of the 
intensity of the incident X-ray beam and is obtained for an amplitude of the input signal on the IDT U=17 
V. One can notice that the X-ray intensity which diffracts into the m=+l and m=-1 orders, is a function of 
the squared amplitude of the input sinusoidal signal on the IDT (function of the squared amplitude of the 
SAW; see also ref. [3]) .  Fig. 3 represents the diffracted X-ray intensity versus the excitation frequency of 

the SAW f=107-121 MHz, at an incident angle of the X-ray beam ao=0.22" and with an amplitude of the 
input signal on the IDT U=17 V. One can see that the maximum X-ray intensity diffracted into the m=+l, 
-1 orders is obtained at the resonance excitation frequency of the SAW f0=116 MHz. Th s is due to the 
fact that the maximum conversion of the electrical input signal into acoustic oscillations occurs at the 
resonance conditions. Fig. 4 shows the diffracted X-ray intensity as a function of the distance between the 
IDT and the spot on the surface. It shows that the diffracted X-ray intensity decreases with the increase of 
the distance from the IDT. This effect results from a damping in the substrate, which leads to decrease the 
amplitude of the SAW. 
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Fig. 4. Diffracted X-ray intensity as a function of the distance from the IDT, obtained at the X-ray 
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Fig. 3. Diffracted X-ray intensity as a function of the excitation frequency of the SAW, at an 

incident angle of the X-ray beam ao=0.22" and for an amplitude of the input si,:nal on the IDT 
U=17 V. The diffracted X-ray intensity is normalized to the intensity of the incident X-ray beam. 

incident angle a0=0.22", resonance excitation frequency of the SAW fo=116 MHz and at an 
amplitude of the input signal on the IDT U=17 V. 
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Fig. 5. Angular divergences between diffraction orders as a function of the excitation frequency of 

the SAW, at an incident angle of the X-ray radiation a0=0.22" and for an amplitude of the input 
signal on the IDT U=17 V. 
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Fig. 6. Time modulation of the diffracted X-ray radiation with the pulse period T=5 

pulse width -0.5 ps. 
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Fig. 5 is a plot of the angular divergence between the -1,0, +1 order satellites as a function of the 
SAW frequency. It is clear that controling the SAW excitation frequency by the input signal on the I û T  
enables to control this angular divergence. It seems thus rather interesting to use SAWs for X-ray beam 
control. Fig. 6 demonstrates the time modulation of the diffracted radiation using the pulse modulation of 
the SAW. In this case, the X-ray radiation diffracts into the diffraction orders only when the SAW pulses 
propagate across the illuminated part of the crystal. 

4. Conclusions 
The experimental investigations of X-ray diffraction on the ultrasonic superlattice under the total 

external reflection conditions demonstrate the real possibility to use this method for diagnostics of 
acoustoeIectronic devices. 
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